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Abstract
The manuscript should be preceded by a uniform abstract written in Polish and English (in case of foreign authors – only in English).

The abstract of original studies and editorials should contain 300-400 words and should be divided into five sections with the headings: Introduction, Aim of study, Material and methods, Results, and Conclusions. All abbreviations used in the text should be explained at their first use.

The abstract of review and case reports should contain 150-250 words.

Text structure
The text of the manuscript should be divided into sections: Introduction, Aim of study, Material and methods, Results, Discussion, Conclusions, References,
Tables, Legends to Figures (in a single text file, in Polish and English) and Figures. The section Material and methods is to explain in detail all the applied investigation methods mentioned in section Results. The names of statistical methods and computer programs used in the study should be given.
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Tables
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Figures
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Abbreviations and symbols
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